VEITO
ALFRESCO
BLADE
STRIP
Blade, bringing you warmth, inside or out, when and where you need it.
Made using the latest carbon fibre technology, Vieto is
modern, stylish and economical to run.
Veito Infrared Heaters have the perfect solution for
your indoor and outdoor heating requirements.
The Veito Blade 2000 W is a sleek and beautifully
designed, wall and ceiling mounted infrared heater.
The modern slim line design does not occupy much
needed space and quality construction will provide
you with the heat you seek.
Easily installed the Blade can be mounted vertically,
horizontally or suspended from a ceiling and fits in
any space, inside or out.
Energy efficient and eco-friendly, 100% of the energy
used by your Blade infrared heater is turned to heat.
Installing the Veito Blade means you can heat zones
and individuals instead of the entire space which helps
you save money on your heating bill.
The Veito will start keeping you warm within seconds
of being switched on. Automatic temperature control
regulates power consumption based on your set
temperature and eliminates hot and cold cycles.

Blade Black

Features:
Specifications:
Model
Dimensions (WxLxH)
Maximum Power (Watts)
Power Connection
(Amps)
Heat Area - Indoor
Heating capacity

REMOTE CONTROL
DIGITAL THERMOSTAT
FOUR POWER SETTINGS
SLEEP TIMER

Blade Silver
Blade Black
90 x 900 x 130 (mm)

Blade Silver
90 x 900 x 130 (mm)

2000

2000

8.7

8.7

25 m2

25 m2

9,000 BTU/h

TIP OVER PROTECTION
OVERHEAT PROTECTION
IP55 CERTIFICATION

9,000 BTU/h

Heat Area - Outdoor:
* Heat areas are dependent
on ambient temperature, wind
and height placement of the
heater.

HO - VB2000
Heat Area

1.9 m x 4m
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